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The series considers, annually, basic aspects of marine research, returning to each in future
volumes at appropriate intervals; deals with subjects of special and topical importance; and
adds new ones as they arise.
From "America's nerviest journalist" (Newsweek)--a breath-taking epic, a magnificent adventure
story, and an investigation into the true heroism and courage of the first Americans to conquer
space. "Tom Wolfe at his very best" (The New York Times Book Review) Millions of words have
poured forth about man's trip to the moon, but until now few people have had a sense of the most
engrossing side of the adventure; namely, what went on in the minds of the astronauts themselves
- in space, on the moon, and even during certain odysseys on earth. It is this, the inner life
of the astronauts, that Tom Wolfe describes with his almost uncanny empathetic powers, that made
The Right Stuff a classic.
Holland-Frei Cancer Medicine, Ninth Edition, offers a balanced view of the most current
knowledge of cancer science and clinical oncology practice. This all-new edition is the
consummate reference source for medical oncologists, radiation oncologists, internists, surgical
oncologists, and others who treat cancer patients. A translational perspective throughout,
integrating cancer biology with cancer management providing an in depth understanding of the
disease An emphasis on multidisciplinary, research-driven patient care to improve outcomes and
optimal use of all appropriate therapies Cutting-edge coverage of personalized cancer care,
including molecular diagnostics and therapeutics Concise, readable, clinically relevant text
with algorithms, guidelines and insight into the use of both conventional and novel drugs
Includes free access to the Wiley Digital Edition providing search across the book, the full
reference list with web links, illustrations and photographs, and post-publication updates
The goal of sustainable development is to meet the socio-economic and environmental objectives
without comprising the needs of future generations. Since the Rio Summit of 1992, the concept of
sustainability has captured our imaginations and aspirations and efforts to develop its
indicators have increased. A range of sustainability indicators have been developed within
various socio-economic, environmental and cultural contexts- including biodiversity, economy,
energy, water, land use and transport. Sustainability indicators are widespread in international
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development arena. They have become popularized among governments, non-governmental
organizations, private sector and the wider public. Based on multiple cases across the world,
this book explores opportunities and challenges associated with the practical application of
sustainability indicators. The book reflects diversity of professionals of inter-disciplinary
backgrounds covering contemporary issues within different socio-economic and environmental
contexts. Each chapter presents practical examples of the merits and challenges of using
sustainability indicators and draws conclusions and lessons learned. The book targets a range of
audience from students, academics to development practitioners and policy-makers. The two
editors of this book: Dr. Agnieszka Ewa Latawiec and Dr. Dorice Agol are inter-disciplinary
scientists who both have experience in research at the environmental conservation and
development nexus.
Ecology of Fishes on Coral Reefs
Debt-Free Degree
The Resistance Trilogy
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to Improve Communication,
Trust and Collaboration
Developing Leadership Talent
The Complete Software Developer's Career Guide
The local diversity and global richness of coral reef fishes, along with the diversity manifested in their morphology, behaviour
and ecology, provides fascinating and diverse opportunities for study. Reflecting the very latest research in a broad and evergrowing field, this comprehensive guide is a must-read for anyone interested in the ecology of fishes on coral reefs. Featuring
contributions from leaders in the field, the 36 chapters cover the full spectrum of current research. They are presented in five
parts, considering coral reef fishes in the context of ecology, patterns and processes, human intervention and impacts,
conservation, and past and current debates. Beautifully illustrated in full-colour, this book is designed to summarise and help
build upon current knowledge and to facilitate further research. It is an ideal resource for those new to the field as well as for
experienced researchers.
Based on the popular Developing Leadership Talent program offered by the acclaimed Center for Creative Leadership, this
important resource offers a nuts-and-bolts framework for putting in place a leadership development system that will attract
and retain the best and brightest talent. Step by step, the authors explain how alignment with strategic goals and
organizational purpose and effective developmental experiences are the backbone of a successful leadership program. An
authoritative and useful book, Developing Leadership Talent is an essential tool for any leadership program.
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FINALIST: Business Book Awards 2020 - HR & Management Category In a world of work where recruiters are constantly
hearing that their role is at risk from AI, robotics and chatbots, it has never been more important to effectively attract and
recruit the right people. Leveraging the power of social media and digital sourcing strategies is only part of the solution, and
simply posting a job or sending a LinkedIn InMail is no longer enough. The Robot-Proof Recruiter shows you how to use the
tools that reveal information that can be used to grab a potential candidate's attention among the overwhelming volume of
material online. Full of expert guidance and practical tips, this book explains what works, what doesn't, and how you can
stand out and recruit effectively in a world of technology overload. The Robot-Proof Recruiter will enable you to become the
recruiter that candidates trust and the one they want to talk to. It contains essential guidance on overcoming obstacles including how to recruit without an existing online presence, how to work effectively with hiring managers to improve the
candidate experience, and how to use technology to support the candidate's journey from initial outreach, to application, to
employee, and through to alumnus. This is an indispensable book for all recruitment professionals and HR practitioners who
want to recruit the right people for their organization.
In the middle of a brutal foreign invasion, Kress and her friends are all that's left of their isolated mountain town. When Kress
and the other 17-year-olds are taken away by the Recruiters to aid in the war, they find themselves in a military training
camp that's turning more mysterious and deadlier by the day.
Molecular Biology of the Cell
The Robot-Proof Recruiter
Human Resource Management: Text & Cases, 2nd Edition
A User’s Guide
Delivering Excellence in Recruitment Practice
Herbaceous Plant Ecology
The Janeway's Immunobiology CD-ROM, Immunobiology Interactive, is included with each book, and can be
purchased separately. It contains animations and videos with voiceover narration, as well as the figures from the
text for presentation purposes.
Threats to the Arctic discusses all the current threats to this fragile region, emphasizing the interconnections
between many environmental impacts, as well as the teleconnections between events already emerging in the
Arctic (ocean circulation changes, melting of sea ice, glaciers and ice sheets) and other parts of the world. The
book's aim is to inform readers about the impending, sometimes irreversible changes coming to the Arctic.
University students, environmental engineers, policymakers and sociologists with an interest in the role of the
Arctic in global change will benefit from the book's unique perspective. As this remote, inhospitable part of the
world that few people will ever visit provides amazing insights, we can no longer have an 'out of sight – out of
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mind’ approach to the environmental upheavals taking place in the Arctic. Provides the most up-to-date
information on this rapidly changing, critical part of the world Offers a holistic understanding of the
interconnections between global environmental changes and impacts in the Arctic Examines fact-based pressure
on politics and industry to preserve Arctic biota and environments
Cardiac arrest can strike a seemingly healthy individual of any age, race, ethnicity, or gender at any time in any
location, often without warning. Cardiac arrest is the third leading cause of death in the United States, following
cancer and heart disease. Four out of five cardiac arrests occur in the home, and more than 90 percent of
individuals with cardiac arrest die before reaching the hospital. First and foremost, cardiac arrest treatment is a
community issue - local resources and personnel must provide appropriate, high-quality care to save the life of a
community member. Time between onset of arrest and provision of care is fundamental, and shortening this time
is one of the best ways to reduce the risk of death and disability from cardiac arrest. Specific actions can be
implemented now to decrease this time, and recent advances in science could lead to new discoveries in the
causes of, and treatments for, cardiac arrest. However, specific barriers must first be addressed. Strategies to
Improve Cardiac Arrest Survival examines the complete system of response to cardiac arrest in the United
States and identifies opportunities within existing and new treatments, strategies, and research that promise to
improve the survival and recovery of patients. The recommendations of Strategies to Improve Cardiac Arrest
Survival provide high-priority actions to advance the field as a whole. This report will help citizens, government
agencies, and private industry to improve health outcomes from sudden cardiac arrest across the United States.
The ultimate guide for anyone (and their parents) going through sorority recruitment "rush." It answers every
question you may have. We cover everything from recommendations, what to wear, do's and don'ts and so much
more. This guide will take all the stress out of the recruitment process so you can be confident and self-assured.
Boy Scouts Handbook
California Employment Law
And Then Some... .
A Time to Act
Training New Admissions Recruiters
Population Dynamics for Conservation
Between 1735 and 1748 hundreds of young men and their families emigrated from the Scottish Highlands to the Georgia coast to settle and
protect the new British colony. These men were recruited by the trustees of the colony and military governor James Oglethorpe, who wanted
settlers who were accustomed to hardship, militant in nature, and willing to become frontier farmer-soldiers. In this respect, the Highlanders fit
the bill perfectly through training and tradition. Recruiting and settling the Scottish Highlanders as the first line of defense on the southern
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frontier in Georgia was an important decision on the part of the trustees and crucial for the survival of the colony, but this portion of Georgia's
history has been sadly neglected until now. By focusing on the Scots themselves, Anthony W. Parker explains what factors motivated the
Highlanders to leave their native glens of Scotland for the pine barrens of Georgia and attempts to account for the reasons their cultural
distinctiveness and "old world" experience aptly prepared them to play a vital role in the survival of Georgia in this early and precarious
moment in its history.
Go Greek was written specifically to inform and advise potential new Greeks about the recruitment system. Within the book you will find ... *
Top 10 Recruitment Do's and Dont's list * Sorority Profiles for every Panhellenic organization * Guide to Greek Vocabulary * Advice and
differences on Spring and Fall Recruitment * Keys to be the most prepared Potential New Member at Recruitment * What to really expect from
each Recruitment Round * Conversation tips to show every sorority woman your best traits * Free download to help you organize your
preferences on each chapter Go Greek is meant to explain the process and provide helpful hints and strategies to make your recruitment
experience a success! So Go Greek! Because you only have four years to live!
Recruitment refers to the overall process of attracting, selecting and appointing suitable candidates for jobs within an organisation, either
permanent or temporary. Recruitment can also refer to processes involved in choosing individuals for unpaid positions, such as voluntary roles
or training programmes. Recruitment may be undertaken in-house by managers, human resource generalists and/or recruitment specialists.
Alternatively, parts of the process may be undertaken by either public-sector employment agencies, commercial recruitment agencies, or
specialist search consultancies. The use of internet-based services and computer technologies to support all aspects of recruitment activity and
processes has become widespread.
As recruitment becomes ever more important to a business achieving its corporate objectives, recruiters must raise their game, delivering new
and innovative solutions while also doing their job well and achieving the results needed for their clients and candidates. The Professional
Recruiter's Handbook, second edition, is a complete guide to achieving success in recruitment. The authors explore the techniques used by the
most successful recruiters, both agency and client-side, to understand what creates excellence in recruitment. Containing up-to-date practical
advice on attracting the right candidates and finding and retaining new clients, it explains how to develop a recruitment strategy to ensure the
recruitment professional can successfully fulfil the roles taken on. The book is supported by numerous case studies and interviews with
recruitment professionals.
Registries for Evaluating Patient Outcomes
The Complete IT Recruitment Survival Guide
Recent Advances in Plant Ecology
Janeway's Immunobiology
Complete Training
Canopies in Aquatic Ecosystems: Integrating Form, Function, and Biophysical Processes
This volume is a guide for new college admissions recruiters and their supervisors. Chapter 1 discusses
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office space and related policy and telephone and computer equipment use as well as other important
practical information. Chapter 2 discusses the recruiter's duty to become completely informed about
his/her institution in various categories. These include: environment; history; academic divisions;
unique qualities; the institutional goals, mission or philosophy; profiles of the typical student;
career options; and standard questions asked about the institution. Chapter 3 discusses how recruitment
activities fit into the larger concepts of marketing and enrollment management as well as personal
values and their relation to professional ethics. Chapter 4 looks at the variety of tasks a recruiter
may encounter: visiting high schools and conferences, working with office teams, committee assignments,
meetings, delegations, time-management, interviewing and counseling, and event planning. Chapter 5 deals
with skills for travel assignments and covers making arrangements, necessary materials, airlines, rental
cars, hotels, and returning to campus. Chapter 6 discusses the school visit and includes a travel
checklist, recruitment presentations, and follow-up. Chapter 7 offers final advice on appearance,
personal relations, work quality, networking and mentoring. Includes a glossary and statements of
ethics. (JB)
The noise and transparency created by the internet makes it harder to recruit the right people. This
second edition will help you become the recruiter that candidates trust and want to talk to. The RobotProof Recruiter shows you how to use a human-first approach to hiring that will help you grab and hold a
candidate's attention better than a robot! It contains essential guidance on overcoming obstacles,
including how to recruit without an existing online presence, how to work effectively with hiring
managers to improve the outreach and candidate experience, and how to use technology to support the
candidate's journey from initial outreach, through to application, successful onboarding, and later to
alumnus. The second edition covers the unexpected impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on recruiting, and how
using unique human qualities in conjunction with technology can enhance employer branding and candidate
experience. Full of expert guidance, practical tips and updated case studies, this book explains what
works, what doesn't and how you can stand out and recruit effectively. The Robot-Proof Recruiter is an
indispensable book for all recruitment professionals and HR practitioners who want to recruit the right
people for their organization.
An insider's guide: how to join the Roman legions, wield a gladius, storm cities, and conquer the world
Your emperor needs you for the Roman army! The year is AD 100 and Rome stands supreme and unconquerable
from the desert sands of Mesopotamia to the misty highlands of Caledonia. Yet the might of Rome rests
completely on the armored shoulders of the legionaries who hold back the barbarian hordes and push
forward the frontiers of empire. This carefully researched yet entertainingly nonacademic book tells you
how to join the Roman legions, the best places to serve, and how to keep your armor from getting rusty.
Learn to march under the eagles of Rome, from training, campaigns, and battle to the glory of a Roman
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Triumph and retirement with a pension plan. Every aspect of army life is discussed, from drill to diet,
with handy tips on topics such as how to select the best boots or how to avoid being skewered by enemy
spears. Combining the latest archaeological discoveries with the written records of those who actually
saw the Roman legions in action, this book provides a vivid picture of what it meant to be a Roman
legionary.
This book provides an in-depth discussion of various aspects of metal ecotoxicology. State-of-the-art
information and techniques in areas ranging from metal behavior in surface waters to bioaccumulation
kinetics and toxicokinetics to community effects are presented in a hierarchical arrangement. Specific
topics discussed include metals in abiotic components of ecosystems, autecology (effects of metals
relative to the individual or a single species), and metals in marine and freshwater systems in the
context of synecology (species associated and interacting as a unit). This is an important book that
will be useful to researchers, risk assessment consultants, regulatory personnel, and teachers and
students.
Federal Register
Go Greek
Threats to the Arctic
Legionary: The Roman Soldier's (Unofficial) Manual
A novel
Starship Troopers
Feeling a little worried about the pharmacy ORIEL application process for your training year (Pre-Reg/ Foundation Year) ? Do not look any further as
this book breaks down the process and provides you with tips for every step of the way, covering details on how to sign up, how you will be tested,
examples and advice on the different elements of the assessment. The book has example calculation questions for the numeracy test, advice on MMIs
and SJTs too. I hope you find this book useful and if you find this book useful please leave a review. All the best and good luck with your application.
Every parent wants the best for their child. That’s why they send them to college! But most parents struggle to pay for school and end up turning to
student loans. That’s why the majority of graduates walk away with $35,000 in student loan debt and no clue what that debt will really cost them.1
Student loan debt doesn’t open doors for young adults—it closes them. They postpone getting married and starting a family. That debt even takes away
their freedom to pursue their dreams. But there is a different way. Going to college without student loans is possible! In Debt-Free Degree, Anthony
ONeal teaches parents how to get their child through school without debt, even if they haven’t saved for it. He also shows parents: *How to prepare
their child for college *Which classes to take in high school *How and when to take the ACT and SAT *The right way to do college visits *How to
choose a major A college education is supposed to prepare a graduate for their future, not rob them of their paycheck and freedom for decades. DebtFree Degree shows parents how to pay cash for college and set their child up to succeed for life.
"Early in his software developer career, John Sonmez discovered that technical knowledge alone isn't enough to break through to the next income level
- developers need "soft skills" like the ability to learn new technologies just in time, communicate clearly with management and consulting clients,
negotiate a fair hourly rate, and unite teammates and coworkers in working toward a common goal. Today John helps more than 1.4 million
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programmers every year to increase their income by developing this unique blend of skills. Who Should Read This Book? Entry-Level Developers - This
book will show you how to ensure you have the technical skills your future boss is looking for, create a resume that leaps off a hiring manager's desk,
and escape the "no work experience" trap. Mid-Career Developers - You'll see how to find and fill in gaps in your technical knowledge, position
yourself as the one team member your boss can't live without, and turn those dreaded annual reviews into chance to make an iron-clad case for your
salary bump. Senior Developers - This book will show you how to become a specialist who can command above-market wages, how building a name for
yourself can make opportunities come to you, and how to decide whether consulting or entrepreneurship are paths you should pursue. Brand New
Developers - In this book you'll discover what it's like to be a professional software developer, how to go from "I know some code" to possessing the
skills to work on a development team, how to speed along your learning by avoiding common beginner traps, and how to decide whether you should
invest in a programming degree or 'bootcamp.'"-This User’s Guide is intended to support the design, implementation, analysis, interpretation, and quality evaluation of registries created to increase
understanding of patient outcomes. For the purposes of this guide, a patient registry is an organized system that uses observational study methods to
collect uniform data (clinical and other) to evaluate specified outcomes for a population defined by a particular disease, condition, or exposure, and
that serves one or more predetermined scientific, clinical, or policy purposes. A registry database is a file (or files) derived from the registry. Although
registries can serve many purposes, this guide focuses on registries created for one or more of the following purposes: to describe the natural history of
disease, to determine clinical effectiveness or cost-effectiveness of health care products and services, to measure or monitor safety and harm, and/or to
measure quality of care. Registries are classified according to how their populations are defined. For example, product registries include patients who
have been exposed to biopharmaceutical products or medical devices. Health services registries consist of patients who have had a common procedure,
clinical encounter, or hospitalization. Disease or condition registries are defined by patients having the same diagnosis, such as cystic fibrosis or heart
failure. The User’s Guide was created by researchers affiliated with AHRQ’s Effective Health Care Program, particularly those who participated in
AHRQ’s DEcIDE (Developing Evidence to Inform Decisions About Effectiveness) program. Chapters were subject to multiple internal and external
independent reviews.
Holland-Frei Cancer Medicine
The Complete It Recruitment Survival Guide
A Guide for Survival and Success
The Complete Survival Guide to Doing Business in California
Strategies to Improve Cardiac Arrest Survival
Station Eleven

The management and conservation of natural populations relies heavily on concepts and results generated from models of population dynamics.
Yet this is the first book to present a unified and coherent explanation of the underlying theory. This novel text begins with a consideration of
what makes a good state variable, progressing from the simplest models (those with a single variable such as abundance or biomass) to more
complex models with other key variables of population structure (including age, size, life history stage, and space). Throughout the book,
attention is paid to concepts such as population variability, population stability, population viability/persistence, and harvest yield. Later chapters
address specific applications to conservation such as recovery planning for species at risk, fishery management, and the spatial management of
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marine resources. Population Dynamics for Conservation is suitable for graduate-level students. It will also be valuable to academic and applied
researchers in population biology. This overview of population dynamic theory can serve to further their population research, as well as to
improve their understanding of population management.
Over 1200 pages. More than 40 essential forms on CD, plus legal updates between editions with purchase. Written by an attorney with nearly 25
years of experience advising employers on the topics covered in this book, this is the most comprehensive guide to California employment law on
the market today. Chapters cover: (1) hiring and recruitment; (2) discrimination and harassment; (3) disability in the workplace; (4) leaves of
absence; (5) wage and hour; and, (6) terminations.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An audacious, darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of civilization’s collapse—the spellbinding story of a
Hollywood star, his would-be savior, and a nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered outposts of the Great Lakes region, risking everything
for art and humanity. Now an original series on HBO Max. Over one million copies sold! Kirsten Raymonde will never forget the night Arthur
Leander, the famous Hollywood actor, had a heart attack on stage during a production of King Lear. That was the night when a devastating flu
pandemic arrived in the city, and within weeks, civilization as we know it came to an end. Twenty years later, Kirsten moves between the
settlements of the altered world with a small troupe of actors and musicians. They call themselves The Traveling Symphony, and they have
dedicated themselves to keeping the remnants of art and humanity alive. But when they arrive in St. Deborah by the Water, they encounter a
violent prophet who will threaten the tiny band’s existence. And as the story takes off, moving back and forth in time, and vividly depicting life
before and after the pandemic, the strange twist of fate that connects them all will be revealed. Look for Emily St. John Mandel’s new novel, Sea
of Tranquility, coming soon!
In a constantly evolving service-led Indian economy, human resources have become the cornerstone of an organization's success. The
management of human capability has become an art that has to be understood and mastered to run a successful enterprise. Human Resource
Management: Text and Cases, 2e, explains the basic concepts of this discipline and presents cases that provide an insight into the challenges
faced by HR professionals on a day-today basis. Going beyond the coverage of a traditional textbook, this book focuses on applied aspects of
HRM, which capture the evolving challenges in the field. The authors have used their extensive real-world work experience in talent acquisition,
and human resource development and retention to provide lucid explanation of all major concepts of human resource management. Replete with
examples and cases, this title is a complete guide for all MBA students and HR practitioners. KEY FEATURES • Extensive coverage of HR best
practices and innovations • Sample ?ready-to-use formats' of relevant documents • Thought-provoking chapter opening cases to set the context
for learning in the text ahead • Application cases to showcase real-world implementation of concepts • PowerPoint slides and Question Bank for
teachers
Marine Fisheries Review
Oceanography and Marine Biology, An Annual Review
Metal Ecotoxicology Concepts and Applications
Sustainability Indicators in Practice
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The Sorority Recruitment Survival Guide
Recruitment Processes
recruitment of adult plants in entire communities, and all of them focus on changes in total densities of A central issue of plant ecology is
the understanding individuals and do not refer to changes in community of the relative role of different life history stages in structure
(Moles and Drake 1999; Rebollo et al. successful plant recruitment. The consecutive stages 2001; Goldberg et al. 2001). This ?eld of
research of seed, seedling, and adult are related to each other has hardly been explored empirically, and we think it in a complex way
that largely depends on species and may reveal interesting mechanisms for the regulation the in?uence of physical and biological factors
of individual density and species diversity in plant (Goldberg et al. 2001), for example, irrigation and communities. At the functional group
level (which grazing. As a result of relationships between these sorts species according to common features), we stages, the
consequences of an ecological factor expect differences depending on growth form depend on the way that its effects propagate onto the
(grasses versus forbs) and depending on seed mass following stage of the recruitment process. As far as (differences between smallseeded, medium-seeded, we know, there are no published studies that have and large-seeded species). Some authors (Goldberg
addressed this subject. et al. 2001; Rebollo et al. 2001) studying annual In this article, we characterize the relationships plant
communities have found greater seedling between the three plant developmental stages.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that typical managers devote more than a quarter
of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for
groups of any size that let you manage your business (instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books
series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective
communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let
The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues And more
Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several common forms of conflict—and their
resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the
exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace more efficient, effective,
and engaged.
The training and development needs of any workforce vary dramatically between the generations and levels even so far as the style of
communication needed to be effective.At the same time training budgets are tighter than ever before and training departments are
increasing marginalised as informal learning in a cyber workplace grows. So how can you tackle the challenges of this environment
effectively? Complete Training looks at the employee life cycle and posits a series of training challenges and opportunities relevant across
each stage - from new hires to the éminence grise of the organisation - the objective is to enable learning and development practitioners
to build individual capability and an organisation with a memory, continually learning from its own endeavours. By looking at how learning
organisations succeed, complete training seeks to re-position L&D as central to the business, central to strategy and central to the
organization's mission.
Ayub Shaikh is a renowned trainer, famous for having brought credibility, confidence and industry knowledge to over 5,000 IT recruitment
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consultants, HR professionals and resourcers through his training courses around the world.
The Right Stuff
The Step-by-Step Guide to Getting Your Kid Through College Without Student Loans
the art of war
The Oriel Survival Guide
Original 1911 Edition
Scottish Highlanders in Colonial Georgia: The Recruitment, Emigration, and Settlement at Darien, 1735-1748
In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through the roughest boot camp in the universe and into battle with the Terran Mobile Infantry in what
historians would come to call the First Interstellar War
A reprint of the first Boy Scouts handbook from 1911 covers woodcraft, camping, signs and signaling, first aid, chivalry, and games.
A Survival Guide for Recruitment and Sourcing Professionals
The Definitive Handbook for IT Recruitment Consultants, Resourcers and HR Professionals
The Professional Recruiter's Handbook
From Recruitment to Retirement
Recruitment
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